History of Gamakatsu
Gamakatsu started producing fish hooks in 1955 and at that time were the smallest hook manufacturer in Japan with all of their
hooks made by hand. In 1963 Gamakatsu introduced a new automated heating facility that catapulted them to the forefront of the
Japanese hook market.
In 1974, Gamakatsu introduced fully automated hook making machines and decided to build a second factory in order to meet
the demand Gamakatsu had created and by 1976, Gamakatsu were well established as the leading Japanese hook manufacturer.
In 1988, after upgrading the automated tempering facilities and expanding the hook factory, Gamakatsu Co. Ltd. opened
Gamakatsu International Co, Ltd. in Thailand and Gamakatsu Shantou Co, Ltd. in China in 1989.
These two factories are used to make final products such as snelling, rigging, tying flies, and packaging. When anglers purchase
Gamakatsu hooks, they are buying an original product made by GAMAKATSU Japan.
Many hook suppliers are using fabricated Japanese sounding names bought from several different manufacturers.

Gamakatsu, The Market Leader
Gamakatsu is the leading fishing hook manufacturer in Japan and are constantly testing new materials,
trying to improve our product that already sets the standard for the rest of the industry. In 90’s Gamakatsu
USA inc. was established to provide Gamakatsu branded hooks to the U.S. market, followed by SPRO,
the official Gamakatsu exclusive agent, established in the Netherlands to service the European market.
After SPRO other markets emigered and more agents were appointed like Offshore Sports the exclusive
Australian agent which was later merged and formed a new company Frogleys Offshore who has been
the exclusive Australian agent for many years.

Environmentally Aware
Since 1955, Gamakatsu has strictly stuck to the theme of “Nature and Technology”. Gamakatsu
work hard to develop new, hi-tech products that benefit the outdoorsman without adversely
effecting the environment. Gamakatsu’s policy of technical development has always been “the
best of quality”. Gamakatsu is always searching for new ways to make our existing products
better in addition to constantly looking for unique products that are not yet available. Gamakatsu
believe that only this attitude can give their customers the best they deserve!

Invention of the Hook
20,000 years ago, the invention of the fishing hook marked the beginning of sport-fishing.
The first hooks were made of wood or bones and as technology improved, so did the hooks.
Records show that copper hooks were made in Banchen 7,000 years ago and artificial flies were
used in Egypt 4,000 years ago. Fishing was also a popular form of entertainment in ancient China.
Today, modern materials and manufacturing techniques have resulted in hundreds of styles of
extremely high quality hooks, designed for specific types of fish and fishing methods.

www.gamakatsu.com.au

All Over The World
Gamakatsu products are used worldwide. With offices located around the world, Gamakatsu is able to
research its markets and develop unique products that meet the needs of even the most demanding anglers.
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Gamakatsu Manufacturing
The methods used to create Gamakatsu hooks are what make them superior to all other brands.
First, only the most premium grade of high carbon steel is used as to ensure protection against any blemishes in the metal that
can weaken the hook.
Secondly, Gamakatsu has the most advanced tempering system in the world. Every hook is heated to the exact temperature that
is perfect for that particular style and size then cooled in oil. This process produces hooks which are super strong, but not brittle.
It is extremely difficult to achieve a balance between strength and flexibility, and it took many years for Gamakatsu to perfect this
process.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, their sharpening process is the most modern in the world, and results in a perfectly conical
point that is unequalled in sharpness.

Gamakatsu Quality
Gamakatsu hooks are the corner stone of the Gamakatsu Company, and
are famous worldwide. Material and technology are what makes these hooks
superior to all other brands. The Gamakatsu Company, in conjunction with
a material manufacturer, developed a material known as High Carbon steel
specifically for manufacturing fishing hooks. This material not only contains a
higher percentage of carbon, but also has no impurities.
As a result, Gamakatsu has earned the anglers’ trust throughout the world.
The life of a fishing hook is measured by the sharpness, hardness, and
viscosity of the point. Using low quality materials results in points that are
weak and not truly sharp.
In order to use High Carbon steel, Gamakatsu developed a unique electronic tempering process that enables hooks to be
tempered in a stable condition. As a result, Gamakatsu is able to manufacture consistently high quality, extremely sharp hooks in
large quantities.

Simply the Best
Gamakatsu’s dedication to producing the highest quality fish hook made, as well as the innovation they bring to the industry, has
kept the company at the forefront of the hook market.
What makes Gamakatsu better!
- Durability - A unique tempering process allowing Gamakatsu to make a hook of superior strength and durability
- Strength - Hooks are made of high carbon steel for superior strengths
- Sharpness - Conically needle honed points that are sharp from the package and stay sharp
- Style Variation - Innovative hook designs like the Extra Wide Gap (EWG) that hook and hold fish better.
- Range - Gamakatsu has one of the largest range of hooks allowing for more options for any particular fish

gamakatsu.com.au
facebook.com/GamakatsuAus

www.frogleysoffshore.com.au

instagram.com/gamakatsu_aus/
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Barbed Shank

Magic Eye

Out Barb

Barbless

Offset Point

Turned Eye

Big Eye

Inline Point

Straight Eye

Circle Hook

Open Eye

90º Eye

Forged Eye

Bait Hooks

Octopus (Black OCB, Red OCR)

OCTOPUS HOOKS

Our best selling hook popular across a wide range of sizes. From trout and bait fishing (8, 6, 4), estuary and bream (2, 1, 1/0),
traditional snapper fishing (4/0, 5/0, 6/0) through to jewfish and kingfish (8/0, 9/0, 10/0) this is an exceptionally versatile hook
pattern. This hook is also widely used as a light weight live bait hook for many species.
Red Sizes: 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0.
Red available in pre packs and 25 packs all sizes, 100 packs up to and including 7/0 and 8/0 - 10/0 50 packs

Black Sizes: 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, 9/0, 10/0.
Black available in pre packs and 25 packs all sizes, 100 packs up to and including 7/0 and 8/0 - 10/0 50 packs.

Offset Point
Red Hook

Turned Eye

14

12

www.gamakatsu.com.au
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5/0

1

6/0

10

8

1/0

7/0

6

2/0

8/0

4

3/0

9/0

4/0

10/0

Big Bait (BB)

Offset Point

The name says it all , this hook has been designed for use with big baits for catching big
fish. Featuring 4X strength and an offset hook, this is a great sport-fishing hook to use in
deepwater for cobia, jew, samson, dhufish, kingfish, mackerel, tunas and all big fish species
on cut baits.

Straight Eye

Sizes: 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, 9/0, 10/0, Black.

1/0

2/0

3/0

7/0

6/0

4/0

8/0

HEAVY DUTY OCTOPUS HOOKS

Available in pre packs all sizes and 25 Packs all sizes excluding 8/0 - 10/0.

5/0

9/0

10/0

Inline Octopus Straight Eye 4X (IOS4X)
Effectively an Inline Big Bait, this hook has been designed for use with big baits for catching big fish on offshore reefs. With a
straight point it is also an effective trolling hook, featuring 4X strength. A great sport-fishing hook to use in deepwater for cobia,
jew, samson, dhufish, kingfish, mackerel, tunas and all big fish species on cut baits.
Sizes 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, 9/0, 10/0.
Available in pre packs and 25 packs.

Inline Point

Straight Eye
4/0

6/0

7/0

8/0

9/0

10/0

www.gamakatsu.com.au
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OCTOPUS CIRCLE HOOKS

Octopus Circle (OCC)
This offset circle design is the perfect
deepwater bottom fishing hook with
paternoster ‘dropper-style’ rigs or
normal boat fishing with cut baits.
When using this hook anglers do not
strike on the bite, rather the fish is
allowed to run with the bait and as the
line comes tight the hook will roll into
the corner of the fish’s mouth. This is a
great hook to use for ‘lazy‘ rigs fished
from a rod holder as fish simply hook
themselves.

6

4

1/0

Sizes: 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0,
7/0, 8/0, Black.
Available in pre packs, 25 and 50 packs

2

2/0

1

3/0

4/0

Turned Eye

Offset Point
5/0

6/0

7/0

8/0

Circle Hook

Inline Octopus Circle (IOCS)
Gamakatsu’s Circle Inline Point Octopus Hook is the same design as the Octopus Circle, but without the offset. Designed
expressly to conform with some tournament regulations and some fisheries that require non-offset circle hooks making them as
fish friendly as possible.
Sizes: 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, Black.
Available in pre packs and 25 packs

6

Straight Eye

1/0

4

2

2/0

www.gamakatsu.com.au
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1

4/0

Circle Hook

Inline Point

5/0

6/0

7/0

8/0

Inline Big Bait Circle (IBBC)
Gamakatsu’s Inline Big Bait Circle hook has the exactly the same design to the Big Bait Circle, but without the offset point. This is
making it easy for billfish tournament anglers to keep up to regulations and less gut hookups.
Sizes: 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, 9/0, 10/0 Black.
Available in pre packs and 25 packs

Circle Hook

1/0

2/0

3/0

4/0

Inline Point

5/0

6/0

7/0

8/0

HEAVY DUTY OCTOPUS CIRCLE HOOKS

Straight Eye

10/0

9/0

Big Bait Circle (BBC)
This is a heavier gauge circle hook for bigger fish but with a straight shank. It is a great hook to use for all large cut baits in both
‘floater’ and deepwater paternoster rigs, or with live baits. It can be slow trolled with live bait for sailfish/small marlin. A great hook to
use with all the advantages of circle design which ensures close to 100% catch rate after hook-up.
Sizes: 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, Black.
Available in pre packs and 25 packs

2/0

Offset Point

3/0

4/0

Straight Eye
5/0

6/0

7/0

8/0

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Circle Hook
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Baitkeeper (BK)
A heavy-duty estuary hook featuring two slices on the shank for holding on worm and peeled prawn baits. This is a high strength
hook for its size which is ideal for hard-fighting fish like drummer and mangrove jack. This hook also fishes well with smaller cut baits.

BAIT KEEPER HOOKS

Sizes: 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, Red.
Available in pre packs and 25 packs

Barbed Shank

8

6

4

2

Offset Point
1

1/0

2/0

3/0

4/0

Straight Eye

Baitholder (Black BHB, Bronze BH)
An Australian freshwater standard, but also incredibly popular in saltwater for bream and as a general all-round estuary hook.
This hook is razor sharp, and catches many nibblers because of this. It features a long shank with two baitholder slices in the
shank, a turned down eye and ‘natural’ bronze finish which is ideal for freshwater fishing where visual presentation is important.
Bronze sizes: 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0. Available in pre packs and 25 packs.
Black sizes: 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0. Available in pre packs and 25 packs.

Turned Eye

14

12

10

8

6

4

Barbed Shank

Offset Point
2

1

1/0

2/0

3/0

4/0

Worm (Red WM, Black WMB)
This ultra fine gauge hook allows for the most delicate of bait presentations due to its light weight and allows baits to sink very
slowly and naturally. Outstanding for whiting and other shy estuary species. The fine gauge assists in keeping blood worms
alive a lot longer and for use in live-baiting pink nippers, shrimps and yabbies.

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Red Sizes: 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0. Available in pre packs and 25 packs.
Black Sizes: 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0. Available in pre packs and 25 packs.
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Barbed Shank
6

4

2

1

Straight Eye

Inline Point

1/0

2/0

3/0

4/0

5/0

Shiner (SH)
Ideal for presenting a prawn-like shape this is a great hook to use for whole unpeeled prawns. Start the hook under the prawn tail,
follow the bend of the prawn with the hook point protruding from just under the prawn’s head. Dynamite! This hook is superb as a
live-baiting hook for tail-hooked live prawns, or in bigger sizes as a cut bait hook for barra and snapper with fish always being liphooked on capture.

ESTUARY HOOKS

Sizes: 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, Black.
Available in pre packs and 25 packs.

Straight Eye

6

4

2

1

1/0

3/0

4/0

5/0

Inline Point

2/0

Long Shank (Red LS, Black LSB)
An estuary standard that no fisherman should be without. Very popular for a wide range of estuary species - garfish (12),
leatherjacket and baitfish (10, 8), whiting (6, 4), flathead (2 - 2/0). Featuring an extra long shank for baiting up worms, prawns,
and long cut baits, it also allows for easy de-hooking without touching the fish.
Red Sizes: 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0. Available in pre packs and 25 packs.
Black Sizes: 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0. Available in pre packs and 25 packs.
Black Hook

Straight Eye
12

10

8

6

Inline Point

2

1

1/0

2/0
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Siwash (SI)
This is a great saltwater fly hook and general purpose straight hook with big eye. Featuring a round bend and resulting wide
gape which is perfect for bigger fish such as tuna that are eating small baitfish.
Sizes: 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0 Nickel. Available in pre packs.

SPECIALITY HOOKS

8

Straight Eye

Inline Point

Big Eye

6

4

2

1

5/0

4/0

1/0

6/0

2/0

3/0

7/0

8/0

Single Egg (Red SER, Gold SEG)
These ‘lightweight’ hooks have been designed specifically for use with floating trout egg ‘baits’. They conceal well in the bait
and allow the baits to float high in the water. Featuring a small barb on the shank, wide open gape and high strength - these
hooks are perfect for trout, carp, silver perch and mullet.
Red Sizes: 14, 12, 10, 8, 6. Available in pre packs.
Gold Sizes: 14, 12, 10, 8, 6. Available in pre packs.

Turned Eye

Gold

Offset Point

14

12

10

8

6
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Pan Fish (Black PF, Green PFG)
This 4X strong hook is a very popular hook for blackfish. With its green colour it matches cabbage or weed bait perfectly and
has very high strength for its size if a drummer should be encountered.
Black Sizes: 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1/0. Available in pre packs and 50 boxes.
Green Sizes: 10, 8, 6. Available in pre packs and 50 boxes.

Inline Point
Green

Straight Eye

10

8

6

4

2

1/0

Gangster (GS)
At last a top quality ultra chemically sharpened
gang hook. Featuring a turned down eye and
offset point this is a great hook for ganging
pilchards, squid and any other cut baits for tailor,
flathead, and snapper.
4

2

1

1/0

Turned Eye

Open Eye
2/0

3/0

4/0

5/0

Inline Point

GANGING HOOKS

Sizes: 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, Black.
Available in pre packs and 50 boxes.

Gangster Straight Eye (GSE)
To expand on our popular Gangster hooks there is a
release of the Gangster Straight Eye. This hook has
the same properties as the Gangster but with a straight
eye. For use with just about any cut bait requiring larger
ganging hooks.
Sizes: 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, Black.
Available in pre packs and 50 boxes.

3/0

4/0

5/0

6/0

Open Eye

Straight Eye

Inline Point

How to Close Gamakatsu Ganging hooks:

Incorrectly Closed Eye

Step 1 - Close inline with
hook

Step 2 - Rotate pliers close
to 90 degrees against shank
and close

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Due to one of the factors that make Gamakatsu so good, the micro barb, if you close the eye in the normal
technique you have a chance of leaving enough room for the hook to come back out. The extra step below will
stop this from happening.

Properly Closed Eye
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HEAVY DUTY HOOKS

Live Bait (LB)
This legendary, world renowned
high strength hook features short
shank for superior hook-up rates.
This is a great hook to use for
tough and toothy fish from
mangrove jacks to yellowfin
tuna. Also an excellent hook
when cubing with small
cubes or cut baits.

Straight Eye

1

1/0

5/0

6/0

2/0

3/0

7/0

8/0

4/0

9/0

Inline Point
Sizes: 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, 9/0, Black.

Available in pre packs and 25 packs.

Live Bait Heavy Duty (LB)
If you are worried about the strength of
your live bait hook, worry no longer
because this hook will never let you down.
It’s built tough and strong to handle
whatever you throw at. Great for XOS
yellowfin, marlin, broadbill, and sharks.
10/0

11/0

12/0

Straight Eye
Inline Point

Sizes: 10/0, 11/0, 12/0, Black.

Available in pre packs and 25 packs.

Mega BaitBig River (MB)
This mega-sized bait hook is perfect for large
species such as jewfish, dhufish, kingfish,
samson with whole squid
or very large cut baits.
Sizes: 10/0, 12/0, Black.
Available in pre packs.

Offset Point
10/0

12/0

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Turned Eye
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Tuned Tuna (TT)
A super heavy duty forged steel hook
designed for heavy tackle and game
fishing. An ultra sharp conical hook
point will penetrate with surgical
precision. Fits into trolling skirts
and can be stitched into baits.
Sizes: 8/0, 9/0, 10/0, 11/0, Silver
Available in pre packs.

Inline Point

Forged Eye

8/0

9/0

10/0

11/0

O’Shaughnessy (OS)
A heavy duty hook with an excellent straight point and shank length greatly favoured in southern states for surf fishing for salmon
and tailor. Popular in larger sizes for large cut baits, and in smaller sizes makes a very good general purpose estuary hook.
Sizes: 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, 9/0, 10/0, Black. Available in pre packs and 25 packs.

Straight Eye

Inline Point

6

1/0

6/0

4

2/0

7/0

3/0

8/0

2

1

4/0

5/0

9/0

HEAVY DUTY HOOKS

8

10/0

Oogata Mutsu (OM)
This is one of the strongest hooks Gamakatsu make. Perfect for the
larger pelagic fish.

Offset Point

Japan Sizes: 60, 70 Tin. Available in pre packs.

Straight Eye

Circle Hook

70

www.gamakatsu.com.au
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HEAVY DUTY CIRCLE HOOKS

Nautilus Circle Light (NCL)
A 3x wire hook that was developed for fishing live
baits, the Nautilus Light is an ideal hook that’s long on
strength. Produced from forged high carbon steel, the
Nautilus Light features a straight eye and offset point
for superior hooking performance. Like all Gamakatsu
Nautilus hooks, the Nautilus Light’s unique circle hook
shape is designed to hook and hold which is precisely
why more saltwater anglers are making Gamakatsu their
hook-of-choice. Superior strength, sharpness and design
add-up to make the Nautilus Light a sure bet for live bait
and chunk bait anglers from coast-to-coast.

2

1

2/0

1/0

3/0

4/0

(NB: sizes are approx. 2 sizes smaller than standard hooks)
Sizes: 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, Black.
Available in pre packs

Circle Hook
5/0

6/0

7/0

8/0

Straight Eye

Offset Point

Nautilus Circle (NC)
This gutsy 4 x strong circle hook is very popular in Japan for rock fishing making it a great for all estuary, rock, bay fishing where
a high strength hook is required. Japanese fishermen prefer very small hooks for catching very big fish. Featuring a pronounced
offset point and circle design, fish rarely get away when pinned by this hook.
(NB: sizes are approx. 2 sizes smaller than standard hooks)
Sizes: 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, Black.
Available in pre packs and 25 packs.

1

1/0

2/0

4/0

5/0

6/0

Offset Point

Straight Eye

3/0
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Live Bait Heavy Duty
Circle (LBC)

Circle Hook

Straight Eye

Inline Point

Like the Live Bait H.D, this circle version
has immense strength and will never
let you down even on the toughest of
opponents. Ideal for big yellowfin or
marlin. This hook can be used either
with cut baits or live bait.
Sizes: 10/0, 11/0, 12/0, Black. Available in
pre packs.

10/0

11/0

12/0

Koaji Skin SS284 (SabikiSS284)
These are absolutely awesome! They will catch baitfish after
baitfish, and other species such as leatherjackets, snapper,
trevally. These Sabiki rigs have outstanding durability and
high rust resistance, something not yet seen in bait jigs!
Sizes: Japanese sizes, 8 (smallest), 9, 10 (largest).

SABIKI RIGS

Keimura Pearl Skin S150
(SabikiS150)
The Keimura series of bait jig adds a new dimension to
catching bait utilizing UV both on the hook and throughout
its unique “pearl skin” attachment. Featuring super
sharp Gamakatsu hooks, superior rust resistance and
Gamakatsu’s unrivalled quality these bait jigs are a must
have in all fisher persons’ kit.
Sizes: Japanese sizes, 3 (smallest) to 9 (largest).
Under UV Light

Hato Tegaeshi Yokwbari S523
(SabikiS523)
Super strong hooks add a new dimension to the fish ability
of this jig. While still being very capable of catching baitfish,
the extra strong hooks make it ideal to drop down to the
depths picking up pan size snapper, trevally etc. Using glow
beads and luminous coatings for major attractants plus
Gamakatsu legendary clear pearl flash this bait jig is going
to terrorize everything that breaths water! Featuring super
sharp Gamakatsu hooks extra strong hooks, superior rust
resistance and Gamakatsu’s unrivalled quality these bait
jigs are a must have in all fisher persons’ kit.
Sizes: Japanese sizes, 5 (smallest) to 8 (largest).

Featuring multi coloured luminous clear skins with luminous
hook coatings this series of baitjigs are extremely attractive
to all bait fish. The prawn like tentacles add to flash and
make these irresistible. Featuring super sharp Gamakatsu
hooks, superior rust resistance and Gamakatsu’s unrivalled
quality these bait jigs are a must have in all fisher persons’
kit.
Glow

Sizes: Japanese sizes, 3 (smallest) to 9 (largest).
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Koaji Clear Skin SS203
(SabikiSS203)
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Twin Hook Rig (Black THR, Red THRR)
Why muck around trying to tie up 2 hook rigs in the middle of a ‘hot’ bite? These pre-tied Octopus twin hook rigs with two
different sized hooks on each rig are simply sensational for all surf, boat and deepwater fishing. Perfect for whole pilchards,
squid and cut baits. These rigs present a lot better than ganged hooks and give the angler the advantage of two hooks over one.
Hooks tied with a 6 foot line mean it can be tie straight to the swivel or main line.

RIGS

Sizes: 2/0-3/0 to 7/0-8/0 in pre packs

Hook Sizes

Colours Available

Line Strength (lb)

2/0 - 3/0

Black

20

3/0 - 4/0

Red & Black

30

4/0 - 5/0

Red & Black

40

5/0 - 6/0

Red & Black

40

6/0 - 7/0

Black

60

7/0 - 8/0

Black

60

Offset Point

Turned Eye

Twinex Rig (TWINEXRIG)
This unique trailer hook rig can be attached to a main
hook or jighead. It features a revolutionary reverse
attaching hook which makes it ideal for soft plastics
and live baits. The rig is built with a braid and bead
adjustable loop making for easy attachment to the
main hook or jig head.
Sizes: 2, 4, 6, Black.
Available in pre packs.
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6
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2

Twinex Hook (TWINEX)
This unique trailer hook features twin super sharp hooks with a
small reverse attaching hook that creates the ultimate stinger.
This hook can be used in many ways with plastics, live or
dead baits. The small attaching hook causes minimal injury to
live baits, maximising the action and life span of the bait. This
attaching hook will have minimal effect on the action of soft
plastics.
Sizes: 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, Black.
Available in pre packs.

10

6

8

4

2

Fly Hooks

FLY HOOK INFORMATION

Fly Hook Information
Gamakatsu has been making premium quality hooks since 1955. Every hook is made using Gamakatsu’s own high quality, high
carbon steel and is meticulously crafted to the highest of standards. Unlike other hooks manufacturers, Gamakatsu hooks are
made in their own facility which is one of the most technologically advanced in the world and their consistency is unmatched. What
you’ll find in this catalogue are many styles of super sharp, super strong fly hooks made for the serious fly tier and fly angler who
will settle for nothing but the best. While an investment in a good fly rod, fly reel, fly line and the knowledge on how to properly use
them can enhance the fly fishing experience, the hook is the one piece of equipment at the end of it all that has to hang on to the
object of pursuit. Don’t settle for anything less than Gamakatsu quality.

The Saltwater Series
By far and away the finest selection of Saltwater fly hooks available. Many styles featuring our most popular SL12S, or Big Game as
some know it as, other hooks ranging in sizes from 18 to 10/0. The SC15 is used for many different patterns but is also a great hook
for tube flies. The SL45 makes a great bonefish fly. There’s a hook style for every saltwater application imaginable. Every Saltwater
Series hook is made from the highest quality high carbon steel and has a durable tin plating or NS black finish for corrosion
resistance. Because of the steel used, even the 3x strong hooks are surprising light for their size and their strength is unparalleled.
These hooks will hold a point much better than stainless steel hooks and are sticky sharp right out of the bag. No sharpening is
ever needed before fishing with a Gamakatsu hook and because they’re not stainless, they will eventually corrode out of a fish’s
mouth if the hook is taken deep and cannot be removed. From the flats to blue water, there’s no hook selection better than this.

The Executive Series
Executive Series fly hooks offer some very unique designs like the R10B Retainer Bend and the C13U Kell Balance. Hooks like the
S10 series of hooks have the beak points that allow for effortless penetration, especially with light tippets and a slightly wider gap.
They also have a shank length just a little longer than standard dry fly hooks. While the R10B and C13U are matte black, the B10S
Stinger hooks and the rest of the Executive series have a beautiful NS Black finish that not only looks good, but also very corrosion
resistant. There’s no other hook series like it.

The Traditional Series
The Traditional Series hooks have needle points, and are designed to match up in style and size with other popular hook brands.
The key difference being the quality of the steel used in them and the sharpness of the hook. The Traditional Series hooks also
feature the traditional American Salmon/Steelhead tapered loop up eye hooks. The styles all match, but the quality is unmatched.

Fly Hook Coding

2. Model Number

4. Strength

(Compulsory)

(Optional)

1. Style of Bend
(S) Sproat		
(P) Perfect		
(C) Curved		
(B) Bend
2. Model Number
3. Eye Style / Barb
(S) Straight		
(B) Barbless
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S11S-2H4L
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(L) Limrick
(T) Tapered
(R) Retainer

1. Style of Bend

3. Eye Style

5. Length

(Compulsory)

(Optional)

(Optional)

Examples:
SL11-3H - Sproat Limrick Bend, Model 11, Straight Eye, 3x Heavy
C10U - Curve Bend, Model 10, Up Eye
P10-2H2L - Perfect Bend, Model 10, 2 x Heavy, 2 x Long

(U) Up

4. Strength
(F) Fine			(H) Heavy
5. Length
(L) Long			(S) Short

Fly Hook Comparison Chart
Gamakatsu Model
B10S - Stinger Hook (F314)

Mustard

Tiemco

37187

Daiichi
2720

C10U - Caddis (F22)

C12 - Caddis

80250

2487

1130

3406

800

2451

94840

5210

1170

S10B - Standard Barbless Down Eye (F11B)

94845

900BL

1190

S10S - Standard Eye Dry (F31)

94859

101

1110

S11-4L - Streamer (F16)

79580

9395

2220

S11S-4L - Straight Eye Streamer (F36)

9674

9395

2220

34007

811S

2546

C13K - Specialised Keel Hook
L10-3H - Deep Nymph (F15)
L11S-3H - Extra Strong
P10 - Dry Fly Standard Long (F13)
P10-2H2L - Long Shank Dry Fly
R10B - Barbless
S10 - Standard Down Eye (F11)
S10-2S - Short Down Eye (F11-2SH)
S10-3F - Fine Wire Down Eye (F113F)

FLY HOOK INFORMATION

C11 - Nymph Shank Hook (F17)

S10U - Up Eye Dry Fly (F21)
S11-2L - Long Shank Nymph (F18)

S12-1F - Classic Perfect (F110)
S12-VH - Shallow Water Nymph (F111)
S13S-M - Midge (F39)
SC15 - Saltwater Wide Gap
SC16 - Saltwater Circle
SL11-3H - Saltwater 3x Strong
SL12S - Saltwater Big Game
SL45 - Bone Fish
SS15 - Saltwater Standard

www.gamakatsu.com.au
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SL11-3H - Saltwater 3x Strong (SL113H)
The Gamakatsu SL11 is a 3x strong saltwater fly hook perfect for bonefish, tarpon and even billfish flies. It features a straight
hook point for easy penetration.

SALTWATER FLY

Sizes: 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0.
Available in pre packs or 25 packs.

8

Straight Eye

6

1/0

4

2/0

6/0

7/0

Inline Point

2

3/0

1

4/0

5/0

8/0

SL45 - Bone Fish (SL45)
Gamakatsu has introduced a new hook designed for small Bone fish flies. The SL 45 is a perfectly crafted hook that isn’t too
heavy or too light to handle larger fish. It features 2x strong carbon steel, a sticky sharp point parallel to the hook shank for
quick contact and easy penetration, and is finished in a corrosion resistant black finish.

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Sizes: 10, 8, 6, 4, 2.
Available in pre packs.
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Straight Eye

Inline Point

10

8

6

4

2

SL12S - Saltwater Big Game (BG)
This multi world-record big game fly and lure hook was designed by the great US saltwater fly fisherman Trey Combs for chasing
big fish on fly. In larger sizes this is the ultimate fly hook for targeting sailfish and marlin, in smaller and medium sizes this is an
outstanding hook to use on big deceivers, flashy profiles, pink things and clouser minnows for barra, and all other tropical species.
The Big Game hook has made its way into every marlin fishermans tacklebox as a excellent trolling hook.

Straight Eye

2

SALTWATER FLY

Sizes: 2, 1/0, 2/0, 4/0, 6/0, 8/0, 9/0, 10/0, Tin.
Available in pre packs 25 packs and 50 packs.

Inline Point

1/0

2/0

4/0

6/0

8/0

9/0

10/0

SS15 - Saltwater Standard (SS15)
This lightweight saltwater fly is perfect for the estuary fishing, whiting and bream on crazy
charlies, flathead on small clouser minnows. Tie un-weighted or vary your bead chain or lead eyes
according to water depth requirements.
Sizes: 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, Tin.
Available in pre packs.

Straight Eye

Inline Point

SC15 - Saltwater Wide Gap (SC15)
This traditional saltwater fly design features a wide gape for easy hook-ups. A very good pattern
for a wide range of fly patterns.
Sizes: 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, Tin.
Available in pre packs.

Straight Eye

Inline Point

Circle hooks are becoming increasingly popular in all areas of fishing because once fish are hooked
they are rarely lost. For this reason, this is a great hook to use on acrobatic or aggressive head
shaking species such as barra, G.T’s and dolphin fish.
Sizes: 2, 1/0, 3/0, Tin.
Available in pre packs.

Straight Eye

Circle Hook

www.gamakatsu.com.au

SC16 - Saltwater Circle (SC16)
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Executive Series

Traditional Series

FLY

S10 - Standard Down Eye (F11)
Standard Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 20 - 2, Black.

6

General Purpose trout fly hook especially suited for heavily
dressed dries and shallow water nymphs.

S10S - Standard Eye Dry (F31)
Standard Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 18 - 4 Black.

S12-VH - Shallow Water Nymph (F111)
2 x - 6 x Variable Heavy Wire.
Sizes, 12 - 4, Black.

6

Black Hook, dull finish. Especially for lake margin sight fishing
with a nymph. Also suitable NZ wet flies.

10

6

C11 - Nymph Shank Hook (F17)
3 x Heavy Wire, 5 x Long, Forged.
Sizes, 12 - 6, Black.

6

6
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S12-1F - Classic Perfect (F110)
1 x Fine Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 18 - 10, Black.

S11-4L - Streamer (F16)
3 x Heavy Wire, 4 x Long, Forged.
Sizes, 12 - 2, Black.
6

10

R10B - Barbless
Standard Wire, Barbless.
Sizes, 20 - 10, Black.

Matukas, girdle bugs, wooly buggers for those who
prefer a straight eye.
10

6

For matukas, gridle bugs, wooly buggers, etc.

S11S-4L - Straight Eye Streamer (F36)
3 x Heavy Wire, 4 x Long, Forged.
Sizes, 12 - 6, Black.
S11-2L - Long Shank Nymph (F18)
3 x Heavy Wire, 2 x Long, Forged.
Sizes, 14 - 6, Black.

10

6

Suitable stick cassid patterns and smaller streamers. Also very
good for emerger patterns.
20

Straight eye. Superfine dry fly. Fine tippets and
delicate rods.

Point rides up on dry flies. Exact dun patterns, wide gape, very
fine point.

10

Dry fly hook. Shorter shank, wide gape for beetle patterns and
especially small dun patterns.

Special holding bend dry fly hook. Ultra deep penetration for
active fish.

24

C12 - Caddis
1 x Heavy Wire, 3 x Short, Forged.
Sizes, 20 - 10, Black.

Exceptional hook for dahlbergs and other surface flies. Very
strong and sharp for hard mouthed tropical freshwater fish
especially saratoga and barramundi.

C13K - Specialised Keel Hook
Standard Wire, Keel Type, Forged.
Sizes, 20 - 10, Black.

6

Wide gape round pattern for very realistic scud and shrimp
patterns. Also good for dry beetles especially gum beetles

Standard hook especially for catch and release fishing. Dry or
wet fly.

S13S-M - Midge (F39)
1 x Short, Standard Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 22 - 20, Black.

6

Long shank bent for exact nymph representations
- stoneflies and damsels.

Traditional pattern for duns and spinners.

pg

Fast water nymphing, deep lake nymphing and wet flies.

Specialised hook for wide curved bend flies. Wide gape with
great hooking power.

General Purpose trout fly hook especially suited for dries and
shallow water nymphs.

B10S - Stinger Hook (F314)
Heavy Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 14 - 2/0, Black.

6

C10U - Caddis (F22)
Up Eye, Standard Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 16 - 6, Black.

Ideal for beetle and ants fished on the surface. Slightly beaked
point. Extra wide gape for palmered flies.

S10B - Standard Barbless Down Eye
(F11B)
Standard Wire, Barbless.
Sizes, 18 - 6, Black.

6

L10-3H - Deep Nymph (F15)
3 x Heavy Wire.
Sizes, 14 - 6, Black.

S10-2S - Short Down Eye (F11-2SH)
2 x Short, Standard Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 18 - 10, Black.

S10U - Up Eye Dry Fly (F21)
Up Eye, Standard Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 16 - 4, Black.

6

A strong hook for heavy water and big fish. Recommended for
native freshwater fish such as bass, sooty grunter and subsurface saratoga flies.

For stillwater fishing where a retrieve is used. Ideal for
traditional black spider patterns.

S10-3F - Fine Wire Down Eye (F113F)
3 x Fine Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 14 - 4, Black.

L11S-3H - Extra Strong
3 x Strong Wire.
Sizes, 8 - 2, Black.

P10 - Dry Fly Standard Long (F13)
Standard Wire, Forged.
Sizes, 16 - 4, Black.

6

Special for bulky dries, royal wulffs and stimulators. Especially
big fast water dries.

10

P10-2H2L - Long Shank Dry Fly (F14)
2 x Heavy Wire, 2 X Long, Forged.
Sizes, 16 - 4, Black.
A great hook for hopper and emerger patterns.

6

Terminal, Jig Heads
& Jig Hooks

Hyper Power Split Ring (GSR)

TERMINAL TACKLE

Gamakatsu’s Hyper wire makes this a great upgrade to any lure. This split ring is
made of stainless steel and is super strong for its size. All packs are weight rated
for easy matching to any form of fishing.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Hyper Swivel (GSW)
This Swivel is made of stainless steel and is super strong for its size. Its easy spin
design makes it a must for fisherman. All packs are weight rated for easy matching
to any form of fishing.

10

8

7

6

5

4

2

1

Size

Strength (kg)

1

5

2

8.6

3

20

4

22

5

44

6

60

7

83

8

116

Size

Strength (kg)

10

20

8

28

7

38

6

47

5

55

4

77

2

133

1

190

Size

Strength (kg)

4

100

5

167

6

200

7

331

Size

Strength (kg)

0.8

11

1

15

2

23

3

35

4

48

5

54

6

65

Hyper Solid Ring (GRING)
Gamakatsu’s Hyper wire makes this a great upgrade to any lure. This solid ring is
made of stainless steel and is super strong for its size, it also includes a one piece
design for even more strength.

4

5

6

7
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Hyper EZ Snap (GES)
Gamakatsu’s Hyper wire makes this a great upgrade to any lure. This Ez snap is
made of stainless steel and is strong for its size. It has a Ez lock system that makes
it a quick and easy snap to use. All packs are weight rated for easy matching to
any form of fishing.

0.8
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1

2

3

4

5

6

Hyper Ez Snap with Hyper Swivel (GESWS)
Gamakatsu’s Hyper wire makes this a great upgrade to any lure. This Ez snap is made of
stainless steel and is strong for its size. It has a Ez lock system that make it a quick and easy
snap to use and when combined with the EZ Spin swivel makes a great combo. All packs are
weight rated for easy matching to any form of fishing.

#2x#8

#3x#7

#4x#5

#5x#4

Strength (kg)

#1 x #10

15

#2 x #8

23

#3 x #7

35

#4 x #5

48

#5 x #4

54

#6 x #2

65

TERMINAL TACKLE

#1x#10

Size

#6x#2

Hyper Strong Snap (GSS)
Gamakatsu’s Hyper wire makes this a great upgrade to any lure. This Ez snap is made of
stainless steel and is extremely strong for its size. It has a double lock system to make it a
strong and easy snap to use. All packs are weight rated for easy matching to any form of
fishing.

2

3

4

Size

Strength (kg)

2

32

3

32

4

63

5

97

5

Hyper Strong Snap with Hyper Swivel (GSSWS)

#2x#7

#3x#6

#4x#4

#5x#2

Size

Strength (kg)

#2 x #7

32

#3 x #6

32

#4 x #4

63

#5 x #2

97
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Gamakatsu’s Hyper wire makes this a great upgrade to any lure. This Ez snap is made of
stainless steel and is extremely strong for its size. It has a double lock system to make it a
strong and easy snap to use, combined with the Ez Spin swivel this is the perfect strong
combo. All packs are weight rated for easy matching to any form of fishing.
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Round 25 - Standard Wire (R25)
This ‘fine wire’, light tackle jighead is the perfect all-purpose jighead. It has a very good ‘falling’ action and is an excellent head to use
for jigging in deeper water when you need the bait to fall quickly. It’s long shank makes it a great jig head to use with 2” - 3” soft
baits.

JIG HEADS

Head Style: Round Head. Action: Vertical Sinking. Bait Size: 2” - 3”. Available in pre packs.

2 - 1/22oz

2 - 1/16oz

2 - 1/11oz

1 - 1/22oz

1 - 1/16oz

1 - 1/11oz

1 - 1/8oz

1/0 - 1/11oz

1/0 - 1/8oz

2/0 - 1/16oz

2/0 - 1/8oz

1 - 1/8oz

1 - 1/4oz

1/0 - 1/16oz

1/0 - 1/8oz

1/0 - 1/4oz

2/0 - 3/16oz

2/0 - 1/4oz

3/0 - 1/4oz

Round 26 - Heavy Wire (R26)
This 1/4oz jighead is a great all-round jighead
for a wide range of species, particularly bass,
flathead and snapper. It features heavy wire, sinks
fast and has a very good vertical jigging action.
A standard jighead that every fisherman should
have in their tackle box.

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Head Style: Round Head. Action: Vertical Sink.
Bait Size: 2-1/2” - 5”. Available in pre packs.
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Round 29 (R29)
This ‘ultra light’ tackle jighead for small 1” - 2” baits sinks fast suiting deep and fast running water. It is the ideal jighead to get
your bait to the bottom quickly. It has a very short shank and very fine wire.
Head Style: Round Head.
Action: Front Heavy/Fast Vertical Sink.
Bait Size: 1” - 2”.
Available in pre packs.

6 - 1/16oz

4 - 1/11oz

Round 211 (R211)
This superb short shank jighead sinks more horizontally than vertically due to its short shank allowing fish more time to
strike the bait as it glides rather than sinks to the bottom. It features heavy wire strength and a curved in beak point which
penetrates the toughest of mouths. Ideally suits 2” grub or shad baits.

2 - 1/32oz

2 - 1/22oz

2 - 1/16oz

2 - 1/8oz

1 - 1/32oz

1 - 1/22oz

1 - 1/16oz

1 - 1/8oz

JIG HEADS

Head Style: Round Head.
Action: Vertical/Horizontal Sink.
Bait Size: 1” - 3”.
Available in pre packs.

Flathead 25 (FH)
Featuring a ‘submarine’ nose-like head - this jighead is great for ploughing through silt and muddy bottoms creating a fishattracting disturbance. For this reason it is a great jig head to use for flathead, and bass. Has a fine wire construction for use
up to 6kg line class. It is also great as a long distance casting jig.
Head Style: Bulbous Head.
Action: Vertical Sink.
Bait Size: 3” - 4”.
Available in pre packs.

2/0 - 3/8oz

3/0 - 1/2oz

Drifter 28 (DR)
The Drifter 28 is a specialist jighead used for slow drift-fishing. It is weighted ultra heavy to always keep baits on the bottom
as baits are drifted and worked in deepwater dams or open areas. It is also a great bait to use with craw or long tail baits over
rocky areas.

1/0 - 1/2oz

2/0 - 1/2oz

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Head Style: Football Head.
Action: Rapid Sink/Bottom Crawling.
Bait Size: 2” - 6”.
Available in pre packs.
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Cobra 29 (C29)

JIG HEADS

This ‘ultra light’ tackle jighead is suited to in finesse
fishing shallow, clear and calm waters where you need
a very slow sink, horizontal stealthy presentation. With
its wide slow sinking head design it is perfectly suited
to small baby craws, grubs and worms.
Head Style: Wide Body Head.
Action: Slow Horizontal Sink.
Bait Size: 1” - 2”.
Available in pre packs.

4 - 1/28oz

4 - 1/20oz

2 - 1/28oz

2 - 1/20oz

Cobra 27 - Heavy Wire (C27)
This wide-header extra strong jighead has been
designed for the biggest fish. It can be used in
many ways. Jigged and twitched off the bottom, or
simply cast and retrieved. It is very easy to use and
is very snag resistant over timber due to its wide
head. (Supplied weed guards)

2 - 1/8oz

Head Style: Wide Body Head.
Action: Horizontal Sink.
Bait Size: 2” - 3”.
Available in pre packs.

1 - 3/16oz

1/0 - 1/4oz

Arky 26 (AR)
This slow sinking jighead has been designed specifically
for fishing baits off the bottom. With its towing eye well
forward on the jighead when line pressure is applied this
makes the bait tail enticingly stand on end looking like a
bottom feeding fish. (Supplied with weed guards).

2 - 1/11oz

1/0 - 3/16oz

Head Style: Wide Body Head.
Action: Slow Horizontal Sink.
Bait Size: 2” - 4”.
Available in pre packs.

2/0 - 1/4oz

Tubehead 25 (T25)

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Tube heads are perfectly balanced so they always sink horizontally when used with hollow tube baits.
The jighead slides inside the bait with the hook eye protruding through the top of the bait head. Tube
baits are ideal to fish through difficult areas such as weed beds or timber snags. When the bait is caught
it cannot be easily pulled off the jig head.
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Head Style: Tubular Head.
Action: Horizontal Sink.
Bait Size: 1” - 3”.
Available in pre packs.

2 - 1/32oz

2 - 1/16oz

2 - 1/8oz

Tubehead 26 (T26)
Like the Tube 25, this jighead has been designed specifically for tube baits. Its heavier weight is evenly
dispersed over the length of the bait and as such is perfectly balanced to sink the bait horizontally.
Head Style: Tubular Head.
Action: Horizontal Sink.
Bait Size: 1”- 3-1/2”.
Available in pre packs.

1 - 3/16oz

1 - 1/4oz

Leadbelly 27
(LEAD)

Style: Secret Weight.
Action: Slow Horizontal Sink.
Bait Size: 2“- 6”.
Available in pre packs.

2 - 1/71oz

2 - 1/47oz

2 - 1/36oz

1 - 1/71oz

1 - 1/47oz

1 - 1/36oz

JIG HEADS

A central weighted 60
degree bend hook design
with an extra strength wire
hook. Ideal for stickbaits
or any jig requiring a
horizontal fall or jerk action.

Darter 26 (DT)
This horizontal swimming jighead will stay at the same depth throughout the length of the retrieve - incredible but true. For this
reason it is an outstanding jig head to use to find fish in large expansive areas. When fished closer and twitched it looks like a
‘nervous’ darting baitfish and is often savagely struck. (Supplied with weed guards)
Head Style: Bullet Head.
Action: Horizontal Swimming.
Bait Size: 2” - 7”.
Available in pre packs.

2/0 - 1/8oz

2/0 - 3/16oz

3/0 - 1/4oz

3/0 - 3/8oz

Salty Darter (SDT)
To add to Gamakatsu’s compressive range of jigheads is a larger hook and weights to cover larger species in the salt water. This
head design offers superior design that offers better movement of the plastic than conventional design.
Head Style: Bullet Head.
Action: Horizontal Swimming.
Bait Size: 3” - 7”.
Available in pre packs.

4/0 - 3/8oz

5/0 - 1/2oz

5/0 - 3/4oz

6/0 - 1/2oz

6/0 - 3/4oz

www.gamakatsu.com.au

4/0 - 1/2oz
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Jig Hook 90 Degree Bend (J90)
Standard 90 degree bend, round bend jighead hook designed for making jigheads. Ideal for that extra sharp home made
jighead.

JIG HOOKS

Sizes: 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, Black.
Available in 50 packs and 1000 packs.

4

2

2/0

1

3/0

1/0

4/0

5/0

Jig Hook 90 Degree Bend Heavy Wire (J90HW)
Same as standard 90 degree bend, except in a heavier wire for those stronger fish. Features round bend jighead hook design for
making jigheads. Ideal for that extra sharp home made jighead.
Sizes: 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, 8/0, Black.
Available in 50 packs and 1000 packs.
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4/0

1

5/0

1/0

6/0

2/0

7/0

3/0

8/0

Lure Hooks

LURE HOOKS

WORM, G-Lock (WGL)
Designed originally for the Japanese bass
market, the G-Lock is a smaller profile, more
condensed version of the EWG Hook. It is a
great hook to use on smaller un-weighted or
lightly weighted baits up to 3 1/2”. Size #4
particularly suits small crawfish and baits
fished on an un-weighted rig.

4

1

Sizes: 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, Black.
Available in pre packs.

2

1/0

2/0

3/0

WORM, Extra Wide Gap (WX)
This outstanding original Gamakatsu hook design has many unique features. Featuring an extra wide gape for better hook-ups
and fish retention, offset eye for better securing of the bait, a keel-like shank for stabilizing the bait, and turned in hook point for
less fouling. This hook is predominantly used in un-weighted baits.
Sizes:
4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0
Black.
Available in pre packs.

4

2

2/0

1

3/0

1/0

4/0

5/0

WORM, Extra Wide Gap Heavy Wire or Superline EWG (WXH)
Same features as the standard EWG hook but in a considerably stronger wire. Ideal for use with super
braids or for XOS fish such as GT’s, barra and kingfish.
Sizes: 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, 6/0, Black.
Available in pre packs.
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3/0

4/0

5/0

6/0

Drop Shot (DS)
This ‘small’ worm hook has been designed specifically for drop shoting
thin 2”-3” worm baits. Hook the bait at one end and shake and twitch it
on a ‘dropper-style’ drop shot rig with sinker at the rig end. This is highly
effective in tight areas such as timber or weed beds. Alternatively use this
hook in ‘wacky worming’ where the worm is hooked in the middle and
shaken drawing aggressive strikes.
Sizes: 4, 2, 1, 1/0, Black.
Available in pre packs.

Turned Eye

4

2

1

1/0

WORM, G-Mag (WGM)
This over-sized and extra strong ‘magnum’ worm hook is the perfect
hook to use for larger fish either un-weighted or slightly weighted,
carolina or Texas rigs. On longer stick baits it can be used in
conjunction with a G-Stinger.

LURE HOOKS

Size: 8/0, Black.
Available in pre packs.
8/0

WORM, 323 Monster (W323)
At last a seriously strong large worm hook for use with those larger plastics.
Ideal for barra, mulloway, queenies, GT’s and other large predatory fish.
Size: 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, Black.
Available in pre packs.

5/0

6/0

7/0

WORM, Skip Gap (WSG)
A revolutionary design change to the already popular Gamakatsu weedless
hook. Designed to hold the plastic straight and steadfast on the hook. Ideal
for skipping, fast walking or surface fishing where plastics are used at a
faster speed than normal.

Rigging Profile

Sizes: 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0.
Available in pre packs.

1/0

2/0

3/0

The advantage of a drop shot rig is its ability to indefinitely suspend a bait off the
bottom - into a fish’s strike zone or a tight fishing location. For this reason it is a
highly effective rig to use and allows the bait to be presented very naturally and almost
perfectly parallel, like a stationery fish. A position that many predators find irresistible.
Sizes: 1, 1/0, Black.
Available in pre packs.

5/0
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Single Lure Hook (Standard Wire SL, Heavy Duty SLH)
The first small lure trolling hook with in-line eye (not offset like most hooks which wobble and miss strikes). Perfect for small
trolling lures and small metal jigs. Single lure hooks have a better retention rate compared to trebles which can have a slightly
higher hook-up rate.
A heavy duty 3x strong in-line eye, lure trolling hook. These hooks are tough, perfect for large stick baits, trolling lures and poppers.

LURE HOOKS

SL Sizes: 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, Black
SLH Sizes: 3/0,4/0, 5/0, 6/0, 7/0, Tin
Available in Pre Packs.

SL
10

6

8

1/0

1

2

4

2/0

12

Big Eye

SLH
90º Eye

Inline Point

Magic Eye HD Only

7/0

6/0

5/0

4/0

3/0

Spinnerbait Trailer with Tube (SBT)
Attaching trailer hook to your spinner or buzz bait dramatically
increases your hook-up success rate. Slide the supplied tube
over the eye of the trailer hook and run the hook point of the lure
hook through the combined tube and eye of the trailer hook. This
stiffens up the trailer hook and stops it wobbling.
Sizes: 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, Nickel.

2

1

1/0

2/0

Available in pre packs.

Big Eye

Spinnerbait Trailer with Hood - Black (SBTB)
Gamakatsu have released an innovative new
trailer hook designed specifically for
spinnerbaits. The hook features a black rubber
cap over the eye which has been moulded as an
in built keeper that stops the hook from sliding
off or hanging in a position that is not going to
catch fish.
Sizes: 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0 Nickel.

Available in pre packs.

6

4

2

1

1/0

2/0
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Spinnerbait Hook (SB)
Spinnerbait hook with standard size
eye for attaching to spinnerbaits or
home manufacturing of spinnerbaits.
Also can be used for saltwater flies.
Sizes: 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0 Nickel
Available in 50 boxes.

1/0

2/0

3/0

4/0

5/0

Trebles

Treble 17 Fine Wire (T17)
This is Gamakatsu’s fine wire hook, rated for line from 2 - 6lb these little
trebles are the ultimate finesse fishing treble.

16

14

10

12

TREBLES

Sizes: 16, 14, 12, 10, Black.
Available in pre packs.

Treble, Wide Gap (TWG)
These deadly sharp trebles feature a wider gape for their hook size with the result that
they hook up a lot more fish than normal trebles. Additionally, the turned in bend results
in far fewer fish getting off the hook.
Sizes: 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, Black.
Available in pre packs.

12

10

8

6

4

2

Treble 13, Round Bend (Black T13, Red TR)
These are the sharpest light weight trebles hooks in the world - bar none and are the ‘only’ choice of serious
bream, trout and bass tournament fishermen. Nothing else compares. With their ultra sharp point and small
barbs these trebles instantly penetrate any strike.
Black sizes: 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0. Red sizes: 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1.
Available in pre packs.

12

Available in Red

10

8

6

4

2

1

1/0

2/0

Treble Tournament Round Bend
Medium (TTRBM)

Magic Eye

www.gamakatsu.com.au

The only thing this treble has in common with the round bend
is its shape. This hook features A1 Tournament Grade Wire
which has a high tensile strength making this hook thinner
then normal for its strength making it perfect for bream and
bass. It also features Hypershield coating to make it more
rust resistant then normal. This is truly a tournament treble.
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14

12

10

8

6

Sizes: 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, Silver.
Available in pre packs.

Treble Tournament Round Bend
Medium Heavy (TTRBMH)
This treble is the same as the Tournament Round Bend
Medium but features a heavier gauge wire with a higher
strength making it perfect where more aggressive fish
fighting is required.
Sizes: 1, 2, 4, 6, Silver.
Available in pre packs.

Magic Eye

6

4

2

1

Treble 18 Short Shank Magic Eye 2X Strong (T18)
This is a medium duty hook built on 2x strong wire with a nickel back finish. It has a shorter shank length than the standard
Magic Eye enabling it to be used on a wide variety of lures. The magic eye feature means that you are still able to change
trebles without pliers.
Sizes: 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0.

6

4

2

1

TREBLES

Magic Eye

1/0

Treble Magic Eye 2X Strong (TME)
These trebles will do away with split ring pliers. With a tapered eye to allow ease of attaching to split rings they will be popular
with all lure fisherman. Slightly heavier than the treble round bend they nicely fill the void between the treble round bend and the
treble 14 3X strong.
Sizes: 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, Black.
Available in pre packs.

Magic Eye
2

1

2/0

3/0

1/0

4/0

5/0

Treble 14 3X Strong (T14)
At last a truly strong treble with awesome hooking power and sticky sharp points, the best assist hook for barra on the market for
the plastics and a excellent upgrade hook for existing lures. This 3X hooks is equivalent to a 4X in other brands.

4

2

1

1/0

2/0

3/0
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Sizes: 4, 2, 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0.
Available in pre packs.
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Treble 16 Heavy Duty 4X Strong (TN)
These are the strongest, sharpest highest quality saltwater trebles of their type in the world. Built originally for Japanese
offshore anglers for catching giant dogtooth tuna, GT’s, wahoo, etc. Totally indestructible. Great for barra fishing in smaller
sizes, and in larger sizes for trolling large minnows or jigging in deepwater. This 4X hooks is equivalent to a 6X in other brands.

TREBLES

Sizes: 1, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, 5/0, Tin.
Available in pre packs.
1

2/0

1/0

3/0

4/0

5/0

Treble 24 GT Recorder (T24GT)
This is the ultimate in GT Popping, at last a truly strong hook for these powerful fish.
Japan Sizes: 40, 50, 60, 70 Tin.
Available in pre packs.
50
40

Magic Eye

Barbless
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Double 21 (D21)
Double 21 are used on many of today’s popular metal blade lures. These doubles can be
used as replacements on blades, as well as used on just about any type of hardbody lure
needing some extra snag resistance. Double 21 hooks can be used to get lures into
places too snaggy for traditional treble hooks. They also can be used for bream, bass,
mangrove jacks or any other species hanging on rough bottom or deep inside snags.
Sizes: 12, 10, 8, 6, 4, 2, Black.
Available in pre packs.
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6

10

8

4
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Assist Rigs & Hooks

G-Stinger (GST)

ASSIST RIGS & HOOKS

The revolutionary looped trailer hook rig can be attached to either
a worm hook (particularly the EWG) or jighead to increase hookups, or for short-striking fish. It is ideal for very long jerk-style baits.
Built on a super strong 50lb braid loop and with a protective shrink
tubing it will hold the toughest of fish.
Sizes: 1, 1/0, 2/0, Black.
Available in pre packs.

1

1/0

2/0

Deepwater Jig Hook - Open Eye (DJ)
These open eye jig lure hooks have been designed to be used as either a normal back hook on a metal jig or to be rigged off
the towing eye of the metal jig with a split ring and attached loop rope. These hooks have an out-barb so the hook does not
grab the lure on the retrieve preventing successful hook-up.
Sizes: 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, Tinned.
Available in pre packs.

Open Eye

Out Barb

2/0

3/0

4/0
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Deepwater Jig Rig (DJR) Assist
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Rigged ready to go these hook rigs attach by looping
to the jig’s towing eye point. The advantage of this rig is
superior hook-ups as it has been proven that many fish
consistently hit the top ‘eye’ part of the jig often missing
the trailing treble hook. Once hooked - fish stay hooked
up on this single round bend hook design as opposed to
a treble-hooked fish which is often lost as the barbs hook
both jaws.
Sizes: 2/0, 3/0, 4/0, Tinned with red leader.
Available in pre packs.
2/0

Out Barb

3/0

4/0

Tuned Assist Hook (TAH)
The tuned assist hook is a new addition to the extensive Gamakatsu team and continues the tradition of quality and
performance for which they are already well known. These quality Japanese hooks, available in a variety of sizes, are a hookonly set-up for vertical jigging and allows anglers to set their drop length according to the length of the jig they are using.
Available in sizes 26, 28, 30, 35. Tinned

Japanese
Sizes

7/0

26

8/0

28

9/0

30

10/0

35
26

28

30

ASSIST RIGS & HOOKS

Aus Sizes

35

Tuned Assist - Ultimate Spec (TA)
Pre-rigged extra heavy duty jig hooks with a factory tested braid attaching to a one piece pressed stainless ring. This rig is designed
for heavy duty deep sea jigging to tame those extra large kingfish, sambos and amberjacks. Designed for the Japanese domestic
market.
Japan sizes: 26 (smallest), 28, 30, 35
(Largest). Tinned with red leader.
Available in pre packs.

Aus Sizes

Japanese
Sizes

7/0

26

8/0

28

9/0

30

10/0

35

28

30

35
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ASSIST RIGS & HOOKS

Assist 59 (A59)
The Gamakatsu Assist Hook 59 Light Bait Plus is
designed to be attached to the top eye of your micro
jig. It’s tied and rigged to withstand tough bites thus
providing a higher success rate of fish caught versus
fish lost. The setup is comprised of 2 short shank circle
hooks with line and shrink tubing for added connection
strength.
Available in sizes: 6, 4, 2, 1, 1/0 Black.

Assist 61 (A61S or A61D)
The Assist 61 hooks are specifically dedicated for jigging.
The unique shape of this hook dramatically reduces the
chance of getting tangled with the Jig! Coming in two
different styles, a single hook and a twin hook version
allows it to be fished with different jigs for all jigging
situations. Featuring a solid ring and sealed building for
added strength allows for less wear and tear, making
sure you don’t lose that fish of a lifetime.
Available in sizes: 2, 1, Nickel.

A61S

A61D

Assist 63 (A63F or A63R)
The Assist 63 hooks are specifically dedicated for jigging.
One thing that is unique about he 63R hooks is that the
hooks are facing outwards, a design that increases the
hook-up rate. Featuring a solid ring and sealed binding for
added strength
Available in sizes: 3, 2, Nickel.

www.gamakatsu.com.au
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Assist hook Connector (AHC)
The new Gamakatsu Assist Hook connector is perfect for any
jigging specialist who likes to prepare their own Hooks. Available
in three different sizes 4cm, 5cm and 6cm, they are perfectly
suited for a variety of different jigs and jig sizes. From your smaller
jigs (to target any inshore species) up to your monstrous jigs (for
chasing those dream fish) these Assist connectors will be able to
assist you in any situation.
Available in sizes: 6, 5, 4.

A63R

Size

Length
(cm)

6

6

5

5

4

4

Clothing & Accessories

Stickers

STICKERS & BANNERS

Gamakatsu has a range of sizes and colour of High
quality stickers to suit any Car / Boat / Kayak / Tackle
Box.

Code

Colour

Length (mm)

Height (mm)

STICKGLB

Blue

550

130

STICKGLW

White

550

130

STICKGMB

Blue

275

65

STICKGMW

White

275

65

STICKGS

Blue

150

38

Corflute Signs & Banner
You might have seen these corflute’s in stores around Australia, wanted one for the shed, or even better the bedroom!

Code

Colour

Width (mm)

Length (mm)

BANNERGAMA

Gamakatsu Banner

1800

600

CFGAMA

Gamakatsu Coreflute sign

600

200

CFGAMABAR

Gamakatsu Barra Coreflute sign

900

600

CFGAMARE

Gamakatsu Red Emperor Coreflute sign

900

600

CFGAMASH

Gamakatsu Shark Coreflute sign

900

600

CFGAMASN

Gamakatsu Snapper Coreflute sign

900

600

CFGAMAWH

Gamakatsu Whiting Coreflute sign

900

600

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Banner & Sign

CFGAMASH
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CFGAMABAR

CFGAMARE

CFGAMASN

CFGAMAWH

Gamakatsu Tournament Shirts (GFS)
The Gamakatsu tournament shirts are long sleeved to keep you safe from Australia’s harsh sun. Rated to UPF 50+, they are
extremely durable and available in children’s sizes too.
Children sizes 8-14, Adults S-3XL.

CLOTHING

Front

Back

Gamakatsu Cap (CAPG)
The new stylish Gamakatsu trucker hat is comfortable
and fully adjustable.
Suitable for all head sizes.

Straw Hat (GAMASTRAW)
The Gamakatsu Straw hat is comfortable and fully
adjustable with internal string and best of all it is
longer lasting with higher quality straw used then
other manufactures.
Suitable for all head sizes.

Every fisherman loves to brag about how big their
catch was and now to avoid the scrutiny that comes
with the standard response from your mates “Sure
it was !”, you can quickly and accurately measure
anything you bring aboard with the Frogleys Offshore
Brag Mat.
Available in 70cm and 130cm

www.gamakatsu.com.au

Fish Mat (FMAT)
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gamakatsu.com.au
facebook.com/GamakatsuAus
instagram.com/gamakatsuaus

